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We report on the design and commissioning of a new spectrometer for muon-spin relaxation/rotation

studies installed at the Swiss Muon Source (SµS) of the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI, Switzerland).

This new instrument is essentially a new design and replaces the old general-purpose surface-muon

(GPS) instrument that has been for long the workhorse of the µSR user facility at PSI. By making use

of muon and positron detectors made of plastic scintillators read out by silicon photomultipliers, a

time resolution of the complete instrument of about 160 ps (standard deviation) could be achieved. In

addition, the absence of light guides, which are needed in traditionally built µSR instrument to deliver

the scintillation light to photomultiplier tubes located outside magnetic fields applied, allowed us to

design a compact instrument with a detector set covering an increased solid angle compared with the

old GPS. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4986045]

I. INTRODUCTION

A. General introduction

The muon-spin relaxation/rotation technique (hereafter

labeled µSR) uses implanted muons (usually positive) to probe

properties of condensed matter and molecular systems at the

atomic level (see, for example, Refs. 1–5). The technique is

used to investigate magnetic systems, spin dynamics, super-

conducting states, chemical radicals, or hydrogen behavior in

semiconductors.

A polarized-muon beam is obtained by collecting the

muons produced via the two-body decay of positive pions

π+→ µ+ + νµ. The pions themselves are created in the produc-

tion targets placed in a high-energy proton accelerator (usually

about 600 MeV). As the pion has zero spin and only left-

handed neutrinos νµ exist, the decay muons have the spin

antiparallel to their momentum in the pion rest frame. At

SµS, muon beams of different energy ranges are available:6

(i) a beam of high-energy muons (∼40-50 MeV) is routinely

used to study specimens contained in controlled environments,

e.g., samples inside pressure cells; (ii) unique to SµS, a muon

beam of tunable very low energy (down to the eV-keV range),

corresponding to implantation depths in solids from a few

nanometers up to several hundred nanometers, allowing one to

perform thin-film, near-surface, and multi-layer studies; (iii)

and finally the majority of the muon beams at PSI make use

of muons produced still inside, but near the surface of the

production target (i.e., from pions decaying at rest). For the
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latter beam (often called “surface” or “Arizona” beam7), the

muons are 100% polarized and ideally monochromatic, hav-

ing a very low momentum of 29.8 MeV/c corresponding to a

kinetic energy of 4.1 MeV. As they are implanted in matter,

they have a stopping range of the order of 0.180 g/cm2.

Making use of this latter type of beam, the old general

purpose surface-muon (GPS) instrument located on the πM3.2

beamline at SµS has been the workhorse of the PSI µSR user

facility, as reflected by about 40 peer-reviewed publications

per year,6 but relied on technology choices made more than 25

ago.

The present paper describes the design and commission-

ing of an improved general purpose surface-muon instru-

ment. The defined goals were to improve the time resolution

of the spectrometer, to increase the solid angle coverage of

the positron detectors, and to possibly increase the available

magnetic field produced by normal-conducting Helmholtz

coils.

B. Short introduction to the µSR technique

In this section, a brief introduction to the µSR tech-

nique is provided. Interested readers are referred to more

comprehensive textbooks and review articles.1–4,8

If the µ+ implanted into the sample are subject to magnetic

interactions, their polarization becomes time dependent and is

noted Pµ(t). The radioactive decay of the muons is described

by e−(t/τµ ), where t is the decay time after the implantation and

τµ ≃ 2.197× 10−6 s is the muon lifetime. The µSR techniques

are based on the weak decay of the muon (µ+→ e+ + νe + ν̄µ),

which, because of the parity violation in the weak interaction,
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produces an asymmetric distribution of the emitted positron

with respect to the muon spin direction at the decay time.

Therefore, by measuring for a large enough muon ensemble,

using the spatial positron distribution as a function of the muon

decay time in different detectors located around the sample, it

becomes possible to determine the time evolution of the muon

polarization Pµ(t).

For a positron detector i placed in direction n̂i with respect

to the initial muon polarization Pµ(0), the time histogram of

the collected time intervals between the muon implantation

and the positron detection has the form,

Ni(t)=Bi + N0i exp(−
t

τµ
)
[

1 + ai Pµ(t) · n̂i

]

, (1)

where Bi is a time-independent background, N0i is a nor-

malization constant, and the exponential accounts for the

muon decay. The asymmetry of this detector is then given

by Ai(t)= ai Pµ(t) · n̂i, with Pµ(0)= |Pµ(0)| corresponding to

the beam polarization (of the order of ∼1). The parameter ai

is determined, on the one side, by the intrinsic asymmetry

of the weak decay mechanism and, on the other side, by the

detector solid angle, the detector efficiency, and also by the

absorption and scattering of positrons in materials located on

the path between the sample and the detector. An average of

〈ai〉= 1/3 is obtained if all emitted positrons are detected with

the same efficiency irrespective of their energy by an ideally

small detector. Practically and mainly due to the finite solid

angle of the detectors, typical values of ai lie between 0.25

and 0.30.

The time dependence of the muon polarization function

Pµ(t) depends on the average value, distribution, and time

evolution of the internal fields and hence contains all the rel-

evant physics of the magnetic interactions of the muon with

its surrounding inside the sample. Ai(t) is often labeled as the

µSR signal, whereas its envelope is usually referred as the µ+

–depolarization function. Since the other parameters included

in Eq. (1) do not contain physical information about the

magnetic properties of the sample investigated, usually

solely the µSR signal Ai(t) is reported as a result of µSR

measurements.

FIG. 1. Schematics of the new GPS instrument located on the πM3.2 beamline of the HIPA complex of the Paul Scherrer Institute. The instrument is directly

connected with the vacuum pipe of the beamline. The yellow and green elements represent cryostats located on the so-called first and second cryogenics port,

respectively. The main Helmholtz coils as well as the coils of the auxiliary magnet are shown in orange. An idea of the dimensions is provided by the outer

diameter of one of the main magnet coils, which is 742 mm.
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The µSR signal can be extracted by fitting each individ-

ual histogram using Eq. (1) or, in particular, in measurements

performed in zero field (ZF) or longitudinal field (LF) configu-

rations, it can be directly obtained from two positron counters

mounted on the opposite sides of the sample in the Forward

(F) and Backward (B) detectors with respect to the beam direc-

tion. In the case of an instrument making use of a surface beam

(like GPS), for the ZF and LF configurations, the initial muon-

spin direction is essentially antiparallel to the beam direction.

Note that a slight angle (θ < 10◦) arises due to the muon-spin

rotation in the field of the spin-rotator device used here as a

Wien filter to clean the incident muon beam from the positron

contamination. In these configurations, one may write,

A(t)=
(NB(t) − BB) − α(NF(t) − BF)

(NB(t) − BB) + α(NF(t) − BF)
. (2)

The parameter α takes into account the efficiency and the dif-

ferent solid angles of both positron detectors. As the latter

ones are also dependent on the exact shape of the sample, the

parameter α must always be calibrated at the beginning of

the experiment (see also Sec. II C 3). This calibration is usu-

ally performed by applying, in the paramagnetic phase of the

sample, a small field (typically of the order of 5 mT) perpen-

dicular to the muon beam axis (in the case of GPS this field

is applied with the auxiliary magnet, see Fig. 1) and by fitting

Eq. (2) to the observed µSR signal.

Note that for some experiments the direction of the initial

muon-spin direction needs to be ideally perpendicular to the

muon-beam direction. This is mandatory when performing so-

called transverse-field (TF) experiments with a large magnetic

field (more than 10 mT; e.g., for Knight-shift measurements

or to determine the field distribution in the Abrikosov state of

a type II superconductor). As such fields have to be applied

along the beam axis to avoid a large beam deflection due to the

relatively small muon-momentum value, the muon-spin needs

to be turned as much as possible in the perpendicular direction

by the spin-rotator (i.e., θ→ 90◦).9 Here again the µSR sig-

nal can be extracted by fitting each individual histogram [see

Eq. (1)] or can be obtained using Eq. (2) from two positron

counters mounted on the opposite sides of the initial muon-spin

direction.

Pulsed muon beams, as the ones available at ISIS10 (UK)

and J-PARC11 (Japan), present the advantages of very high

muon rates and low background. Whereas a muon detector

(hereafter called: M-detector), detecting the exact muon arrival

time, is not needed for such beams, the high rate can only be

exploited by a very high granularity of the positron detec-

tors in order to master the large instantaneous positron rate

occurring just after the muon bunch implantation (see, for

example, Ref. 12). On the one hand, pulsed beams are very

well suited to investigate specimens with very weak mag-

netism and/or dynamics in the paramagnetic state, but on

the other hand, due to the final width—of the order of 80

ns—of the incoming muon pulse, pulsed-beam µSR instru-

ments have a reduced time resolution, which on one side

limits TF µSR measurements to low applied field (of the

order of 0.05 T) and on the other side impedes the determina-

tion of high spontaneous muon-spin frequencies in magnetic

systems.

On the contrary, µSR instruments on continuous wave

(cw) muon beams, as the ones available at TRIUMF13,14

(Canada) and SµS, require an M-detector. In addition, the

data rate is limited to be able to correlate a muon implanted

into the sample with the corresponding positron arising from

its decay. Beside this limitation, cw muon-beam µSR instru-

ments present several advantages compared with pulsed-beam

instruments: (i) the number of detectors can be drastically

reduced due to the absence of the problems inherent in the

instantaneous positron rate in pulsed beams; (ii) the size of

the incoming beam can be very efficiently reduced using an

active veto detector (see Sec. II A) removing essentially any

background signals; (iii) the superior time resolution resulting

from the detection of individual muons.

II. MUON AND POSITRON DETECTORS

A. Detector geometry

The route chosen to improve the GPS detector geometry is

based on the use of so-called silicon photomultipliers (SiPM).

SiPM based µSR detectors have been first developed to equip

the avoided level-crossing instrument (ALC) at PSI.15,16 This

was the first step and a proof of principle for the consequent

development of SiPM-based detectors for the new high mag-

netic field instrument HAL-9500 at PSI.17–19 These solid-state

photodetectors have been shown to deliver performances sim-

ilar to that of photomultiplier tubes (PMT) but present several

advantages as their compactness and the fact that their perfor-

mance is insensitive to magnetic fields. This last point allows

one to mount the photodiodes directly on the scintillator part

of the detector. Hence, one may completely get rid of the Plex-

iglas light-guides indispensable when working with PMTs in

magnetic-field environment, which were (i) introducing an

attenuation and broadening of the light pulses and therefore

limiting the overall time resolution of the detectors; and (ii)

occupying valuable volume space and therefore putting severe

geometrical constraints for the detector’s geometry and sample

environment.

Figure 2 exhibits the layout of the detector system of

the GPS instrument, which is directly mounted in the vac-

uum beam pipe around the cryogenics equipment inside which

the sample is located. The detector system is made of tim-

ing and Veto detectors. The timing detectors consist of the

M-detector and the positron detectors labeled Forward, Back-

ward, Up (U), Down (D), Right (R) and Left (L). Note that as

above, the denomination of the detectors is given with respect

to the beam direction. The veto detectors are set to detect a

muon and its decay positron and are constituted by the back-

ward “pyramid” Bveto and the forward veto. The backward veto

pyramide, which acts as an active collimator, has its principal

axis along the beam path and a square opening at its tip of

7 × 7 mm2 where the M-detector is located. For small sam-

ples (i.e., smaller than the beam width of diameter 10.5 mm

at the sample position) the central part of the F detector (Fcenter)

is also used as part of the veto detectors. This is made possible

as along the beam path, between the sample and the forward

detectors solely minimum material is present (i.e., a 10 µm

thick titanium window and two layers of superisolation of
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FIG. 2. Left: 3D-view of the muon and positron detectors of the GPS instrument where the SiPM-readout is visible. Right: Cross section at the sample level (top

view). The muons are entering the spectrometer from the right-hand side, i.e., parallel to the axis of the backward veto pyramid. The lateral dimension of the

Down detector is 10 cm.

12 µm thickness) thus making sure that muons missing the

sample will end-up in the Fcenter detector. When measuring

bulky samples or samples mounted on a thick and large sample

holder Fcenter is added to the definition of the F positron detector

(see Table I).

A mobile detector (Pmob) is mounted rigidly on rods con-

necting the two so-called “cryogenics ports” located on an axis

horizontal and perpendicular to the beam direction. Therefore,

depending on the cryogenics port used and brought on the

beam axis, the Pmob will be added to the definition of the R

detector when using the first cryogenics port (i.e., R=Rback

+ Rforw + Pmob and L=Lback + Lforw) or the L detector when

using the second cryogenics port (i.e., L=Lback + Lforw + Pmob

and R=Rback + Rforw). Note that to simplify the mounting, the

detectors U and D are also physically split between a forward

and a backward part.

The efficiency of the full detector system has been simu-

lated using the software applications musrSim and musrAna.22

The musrSim application is based on the Geant4 radiation

transport toolkit23 for Monte Carlo simulations and is tailored

to the needs of the µSR community. It calculates the detectors

response to the muons and their decay products and may also

simulate the light transport in scintillators and its subsequent

detection by a photosensitive detector. Subsequently the out-

put of musrSim is analysed with the general µSR analysis tool,

musrAna. It allows one to implement the full logic of a real

µSR experiment, as the coincidences and anti-coincidences

TABLE I. Definitions of the Veto and Forward detectors when measuring

large (“No-Veto” mode) and small (“Veto” mode) samples. In both cases a

muon event is defined as M ·V and a positron event as P ·V where P represents

one of the positron detectors.

Incoming muon M · Bveto

Muon event (“stopped muon”) M · V

Positron event P · V

“No-Veto” mode “Veto” mode

Large samples Small samples

Veto definition V=Bveto V=Bveto + Fcenter

Forward definition F= Fout + Fcenter F=Fout

between different detectors and also allows the extraction of

the time-independent background of the detector histograms

[see parameter Bi of Eq. (1)], which arises from uncorrelated

muon-positron events.

The simulations have been used in particular to define

an optimum shape of the Fcenter when used as a Veto detec-

tor (small samples, see Table I). The particular shape is

required: (i) to minimize the probability that a positron orig-

inating from the sample will hit both the Forward detector

(F=Fout) and the Veto detector Fcenter, which would result

in an invalid positron event through the condition P · V;

and (ii) to make sure that the decay positron arising from a

muon stopping in Fcenter will be properly detected in the same

detector and will therefore be rejected through the same con-

dition P · V. An additional criteria for the shape of Fcenter was

the construction simplicity and to get away from the com-

plicated “champagne glass”-shape adopted in the old GPS

instrument.

The reliability of the simulations has been tested by

comparing for different parameters the measured and sim-

ulated values. The comparisons always report an excel-

lent agreement. For example, the experimental values of

the asymmetry parameter A for the Forward and back-

ward detectors are, respectively, AF,exp = 0.244(2) and AB,exp

= 0.259(2), whereas the simulations provide AF, sim = 0.246(5)

and AB, sim = 0.257(5). All the experimentally obtained µSR

time spectra were analyzed using the free software package

musrfit.24

B. Detector readout and electronics

The light from the scintillators is read-out on two oppo-

site edges (with the exception on the Bveto and Fcenter where

solely one edge is read-out) by arrays of 4 or 5 SiPMs mounted

on a printed electronics board and glued directly onto the

scintillator material. Each SiPM has an active area of 3 × 3

mm2, with a cell size of 40 × 40 µm2, and is enclosed in

a plastic package (ASD-NUV3S-P from AdvanSiD S.R.L.).

They are powered by a PSI-homemade multi-channel power

supply PHV8 600VLC. The analog signals from the SiPMs

are first extracted from the vacuum beam pipe with special
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coaxial feedthroughs and amplified by broad-band ampli-

fiers.18,20 The output of the amplifiers is processed by constant

fraction discriminators (type PSI CFD-950),21 and the signals

are finally sent to a multihit time-to-digital converter (CAEN,

TDC V1190B). The event time for a detector is calculated from

the average time between the events recorded on both opposite

edges.

The TDC is controlled by a data acquisition (DAQ) fron-

tend based on the MIDAS25 software library that contains

the full event logic, thus avoiding any hardware complication

when modifying or extending the event logic, as, for exam-

ple, switching from “No-Veto” to “Veto” mode and/or when

switching between the cryogenics port and therefore changing

the R and L definitions.

C. Detector performance

1. Veto anticoincidences

Our first approach has been to simply overtake the set-

tings adopted in the old GPS instrument concerning the criteria

defining (anti-)coincidence events between different detectors.

In the following, we describe problems encountered by such

an approach and the solutions adopted.

As shown in Table I, muon and positron events are defined

to be in anticoincidence with veto events. In the DAQ fron-

tend software, the search for anticoincidences is performed

in a time-window of ±tac/2 around a considered event. How-

ever, for very short time after the detection of a good muon

at time t0, the effective length tac, eff of the anticoincidence

time-window for the positron event (i.e., P · V) is decreased

as a good muon event implies necessarily the absence of veto

event between the times t0 − tac/2 and t0 + tac/2 (see Fig. 3 for

details).

The consequence is that the number of veto events that

will come into play to “filter” a P event will increase lin-

early between t0 and tac and will remain constant for later

times. Hence, bad P events (i.e., uncorrelated ones) will have

a larger probability to be registered as good P event in the

time window between t0 and tac as exemplified by the data

reported on Fig. 4, where the anticoincidence time-window

was drastically increased to tac = 200 ns. Note that this prob-

lem will be detectable when the number of vetos events is

large, i.e., when measuring very small samples, and that it

will only be detectable when performing single histogram

fits [i.e., using Eq. (1)], whereas it will essentially cancel

for asymmetry fits [using Eq. (2)]. In addition, a reduction

of the width of the anticoincidence time-window drastically

reduces the problem. During normal operation, an anticoin-

cidence time-window of either tac = 2.5 ns or 5 ns has been

chosen.

2. Coping with veto deadtime

After solving the problem with the overall anticoincidence

time-window described above in Sec. II C 1 and by performing

high statistics detector tests in the “Veto”-mode with a large

number of incoming muons, a slightly increased rate was

observed on different detectors just after the prompt peak char-

acterizing t0 (see Fig. 5). The problem was identified as a

dead-time of the detectors after a first firing. This dead-time

FIG. 3. Visualization of the decrease of the effective length tac, eff of the anti-

coincidence time-window (represented by the grey surface on the upper panel)

around the P event upon decreasing the time difference between the muon and

the positron detection (see also text). The time of the muon detection is marked

by the red dashed line and different examples of positron detection times are

marked by the black dashed lines.

problem is stronger in the Fcenter detector due to the entire

light collection on one side of the detector. As a direct conse-

quence, other detectors presenting a large probability to detect

an event originating from Fcenter (such as the decay positron

of a muon missing the sample) will be directly affected as fol-

lows. After an Fcenter event, say a muon missing the sample

(labeled M1 and occurring at time t1—note that this first event

could also be a positron), a dead-time of td ≃ 25 ns occurs.

Therefore, if a second muon (labeled M2 and occurring at

time t2) misses the sample and ends up in the Fcenter within

this dead-time (i.e., t1 ≤ t2 ≤ t1 + td), Fcenter will not fire. As a

consequence the event M2 will mistakenly be considered as a

good event as the condition M ·V will actually be fulfilled. In

addition a consequent “bad” positron event, say Px, originat-

ing from the Fcenter (e.g., the decay positron from either M1 or

M2) will still not be rejected by the Fcenter during the period

of time between the M2 event and the end of the dead-time

window after the M1 event (i.e., between t2 and t1 + td, see

Fig. 6). Therefore, if Px is detected by a positron detector, a

small but finite probability will exist that such pseudo-valid

short-time M2–Px events occur. To cure this distortion (see

lower panel of Fig. 5), we implemented an asymmetric coin-

cidence time-window for the definition of an M event, i.e., for

the coincidence M · V. Hence, a muon event is defined as an
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FIG. 4. Upper panel: Early times of the µSR signals for the different parts

of the R detector obtained by fitting Eq. (1) to the raw data for a run with

anticoincidence time-window increased to 200 ns. This value was specifically

chosen to magnify the effect of the reduction of the effective anticoincidence

time-window for short times. The lines are fits performed for times higher than

250 ns. The data were obtained on a small silver sample in an external field

µ0H = 5 mT applied perpendicular to the muon beam direction. The lower

panel exhibits the difference between fits and the data shown in the upper

panel.

M event without veto event in an asymmetric time-window

extending from 25 ns before the M–event until a time −tac/2

(see Sec. II C 1) after it.

3. Overall time resolution, counting rate, and magnetic
field effects

The overall time resolution of the detector system has

been obtained by measuring the amplitude change of the

oscillatory component of the µSR signal recorded in a quartz

sample (15× 15× 5 mm3 synthetic sample). In quartz, a large

fraction (ca. 75% in our case) of the muons pick up an elec-

tron and form muonium. In muonium, the spins of the electron

and the muon are coupled by the hyperfine interaction. In

zero applied magnetic field, the four energy eigenvalues are

grouped into two energy levels with different muonium total

spin values J, a triplet state (J = 1) and a singlet state (J = 0).

An applied transverse magnetic field will change the energy

levels and will split the triplet state. As a result, and in addi-

tion to the precession of muons in diamagnetic states, the µSR

spectrum will present precession frequencies corresponding to

the splitting of the muonium energy levels.26 At low applied

field, the two lowest muonium frequencies can be determined

FIG. 5. Early times of the µSR signals for the different parts of the R detector

obtained by fitting Eq. (1) to the raw data. On the upper panel, data obtained

with the standard symmetric veto-coincidence time-window are shown. Note

that the distortion is more pronounced for detectors presenting a larger prob-

ability to detect an event originating from Fcenter. On the lower panel, data

obtained with an asymmetric veto-coincidence time-window are shown (see

text). All the data were obtained on a small silver sample in an external field

µ0H = 5 mT applied perpendicular to the muon beam direction.

by the GPS instrument and correspond to the intra-triplet pre-

cession frequencies of muonium (see Fig. 7). The amplitude

of the muonium signals is not only determined by the polar-

ization associated with the corresponding precessions but also

by the finite time resolution of the detector system.27

Correcting, for each signal of frequency νi, the fitted

apparent asymmetry AMu,i,app for the corresponding calculated

polarization PMu,i one obtains the apparent full asymmetry for

the muonium state AMu,tot,app:

AMu,i,app(νi, H)

PMu,i(H)
=AMu,tot,app(νi, H) (3)

FIG. 6. Visualization of a possible M2 ☞ Px pair not detected in the Veto

detector Fcenter as a result of the deadtime after an event M1. The event M2

will be considered as a good muon event, whereas Px will be considered as a

good positron event if detected by a positron detector. Note that td ≫ tac.
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FIG. 7. Example of the frequency response of a quartz sample measured with

an applied field of µ0H = 0.1020 T. The observed frequencies at about 1002

and 1842 MHz correspond to intra-triplet precession frequencies of muonium.

Note that the frequency arising from muons in the diamagnetic state (i.e.,

νµ = 13.82 MHz) is not shown.

Note that PMu,i is calculated by neglecting the small uniax-

ial anisotropy present at room temperature. This apparent full

asymmetry is reduced with respect to its true value AMu,tot due

to the time resolution with standard deviation σ:

AMu,tot,app(νi, H)=AMu,tot PMu,i(H) exp[−2(πσνi)
2] (4)

Figure 8 exhibits the observed decrease of AMu,tot,app

observed with the Up detector together with the best fit of

Eq. (4) to the data obtained with a time resolution σ = 158(3)

ps. Note that identical results are obtained using the Down

detector. Such a time resolution represents an improvement by

more than a factor 5 with respect to the old GPS spectrometer,

which was equipped with standard photomultipliers and light

guides.

By choosing a time-window of 10 µs, and therefore lim-

iting the rate of stopped muons to about 35 kHz to restrict the

number of pile-up events, one obtains overall count rates of

validated muon-positron events of 4.0×107/h and 3.2×107/h

using the “No-Veto” and “Veto” modes, respectively. Note

that the count rate in “Veto” mode is reachable even in sam-

ples with reduced lateral dimensions (i.e., .10 mm2) with-

out affecting the value of the asymmetry parameter. If the

FIG. 8. Magnetic field evolution of the apparent asymmetry of the muonium

signal (parameter AMu,tot,app, see text). The red line represents a fit using

Eq. (4).

physics to be observed allows one to decrease the time-

window, the event rate can be increased accordingly. For

example, by choosing a time-window of 2.5 µs, an event rate

of about 8.0 × 107/h can be reached using the “No-Veto”

mode.28

As already reported, the applied magnetic field (here

reaching values up to 0.65 T) is found to have no effect on

the performances of the SiPM-based detectors. However, as

the dimensions of the positron detectors are of course finite,

a known effect of the applied field is to modify the value of

the α parameter [see Eq. (2)] by altering the trajectories of the

detected positrons. Figure 9 represents the field-induced shift

of the α parameter as determined experimentally and by sim-

ulations in the so-called longitudinal-field (LF) configuration

analyzing the Forward and Backward histograms. Note that

these detectors, even though having similar solid angles, have

slightly different shapes and are not precisely located at the

same distance from the sample.

Another factor possibly affecting the SiPMs is the damage

arising from radiation and evidenced by an increased dark cur-

rent (see Fig. 10). The main source of radiation damage arises

from the decay positrons as no detector readout is located

in the incoming beam. These decay positrons originate not

only from the sample but actually mainly from the region near

the center of the backward “pyramid” veto Bveto (see Fig. 2).

Figure 10 clearly indicates that the observed increase of the

dark currents is more pronounced on SiPMs with an area sub-

tending a larger solid angle with respect to this positron source.

Note that the SiPMs for the Bveto detector, whose center rep-

resents the main source of positrons, are themselves located

rather far away from the center region leading to a restricted

solid angle subtended by the SiPMs area respect to the positron

source and consequently to a very slight dark current increase.

The positron radiation causes primarily ionization damage in

the surface region of the SiPMs and displacement damage,

however, are thought to occur on a very small scale compared

with protons, for example.29–31 Note also the annealing effect

occurring within the shutdown period. The observed increase

of the SiPM dark current is found to produce no significant

effects on the quality and rate of the data taking.

FIG. 9. Field-evolution of the α parameter deduced from the Forward and

Backward detectors by assuming a constant asymmetry parameter A. Black

symbols: measurements performed in “Veto” mode on a 4 × 4 mm2 silver

sample. Red symbols: results from musrSim simulations. The line is to guide

the eye and represents a polynomial (2nd order) fit of the simulations.
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FIG. 10. Time-evolution of the dark current measured on different banks

of SiPMs reading one side of the indicated detectors (beamtime opera-

tion for the years 2015-2016). The dark currents recorded for the opposite

banks have very similar values. Note the increase is more pronounced for

detectors close to the incoming beam and sample position (see Fig. 2).

The gray area indicates the interruption of the beam due to the usual main-

tenance shutdown of the HIPA complex. Note the slight but consistent

decrease of the dark current values recorded prior and after the shutdown

(see also text).

III. SAMPLE ENVIRONMENT

The available sample environment is similar to the one

that was in use with the old GPS instrument. Two cryogen-

ics ports are available on the instrument (see Fig. 1). The

first port is permanently equipped with a dynamic continuous
4He flow cryostat. This port shares the same isolation vac-

uum as the GPS instrument itself, i.e., as the muon beam and

detectors, to minimize the number of titanium windows to be

passed by the muon beam. The cryostat is based on Quan-

tum Technology design that has been extensively retrofitted

and upgraded in-house to achieve stable and reproducible

operation. It is equipped with a phase separator from where

the liquid helium is transported via a capillary to the sam-

ple chamber. Continuous operation down to 1.6 K is possible.

At the level of the muon beam axis, the sample chamber is

equipped with 10 µm thick titanium windows located up- and

down-stream along the beam axis with respect to the sample

position. A sample change takes about 5 min and the low-

est temperature can be reached within 10 min after a sample

change.

The second cryogenics port has an isolation vacuum sepa-

rated from the one of the GPS instrument itself. On this port, an

oven with the sample in vacuum can be operated up to 1200 K.

Alternatively, a horizontal “side-loading” closed-cycle refrig-

erator cryostat allows one to cover low and high temperature

ranges. The second stage of a Gifford-McMahon cold head of

Sumitomo Heavy Industries, with a cooling power of 1 W at

4.2 K, is used to cool the end part of the chamber (i.e., tube)

in which the sample stick is slided. This chamber can be oper-

ated either filled with helium gas (static configuration) for the

low temperature regime down to 4 K, or can be evacuated

(“warm-finger” configuration) for temperatures up to about

500 K.

A configuration change between both cryogenics ports

takes about 5 min, allowing a high turnover.

IV. MAGNETIC FIELDS

A. Experimental magnets

The field provided by the main magnet (see Fig. 1) is used

either for LF or TF µSR experiments. For this latter type of

experiments, the muon-spin is rotated with respect to the muon

linear momentum by the spin-rotator (i.e., Wien filter) located

about 10 m upstream in the beamline. As the field produced by

the main magnet is applied along the muon linear momentum,

no Lorentz force acts on the muon trajectory. The muon-spin

rotation in the present spin-rotator represents about 50◦. The

conventional copper Helmholtz coils of the new main magnet

are operated with a 800 A/200 V power supply designed and

produced at PSI. The maximum field is 0.78 T. Note that this

corresponds to an increase of about 25% compared with the old

GPS instrument, which was made possible by using a double-

conductor configuration for each sector of the coils. The field

homogeneity in a 10 × 10 × 1 mm3 volume at the sample

position (smaller dimension along the beam axis) is of the

order of 1 ppm. The coils of the auxiliary magnet deliver up to

12 mT and are mainly used to determine the α parameter for

ZF experiments.

B. Field compensation

Muon spin spectroscopy measurements rely on the proper

shielding of the sample region from unwanted magnetic fields

originating, e.g., from the earth’s magnetic field or other exter-

nal field sources within the experimental hall. In the past, this

shielding has been achieved for the µSR spectrometers at PSI

by three pairs of orthogonal coils mounted around the sample

position, which were manually set to a fixed current to com-

pensate for static magnetic fields. The currents through the

compensation coils were calibrated on a regular basis every

few weeks to maintain zero-field conditions at the sample. With

this procedure, a field stability of ±3 µT has been obtained.

Recently at PSI, different particle physics experiments located

in the same experimental hall as the GPS instrument have been

equipped with large solenoid magnets. The fringe fields of

these magnets at the GPS instrument position add up to a level

of 0.2 mT. Since stray fields of this order of magnitude severely

disturb the µSR experiments, especially if these fields are time-

dependent, an active zero-field compensation device has been

developed.

The new zero-field compensation system utilizes the

instrument compensation coils with the corresponding cur-

rents being dynamically adjusted to account for the time-

dependent disturbing fields. To measure these fields, a 3-axis

fluxgate probe (Mag-03MC from Bartington Instruments) is

permanently mounted near to the sample position. The three

analog outputs of the field probe are connected to a data acqui-

sition and control unit. This unit communicates with the µSR

slow control system via the MIDAS slow control bus (MSCB).

A MIDAS frontend program logs the measured field values and

calculates the desired compensation currents that are even-

tually provided by the control unit. As the position of the

3-axis fluxgate probe is not exactly at the sample position,

a careful correction has to be applied to the calculation of

the compensation currents to take into account the specific
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FIG. 11. Schematics of the new spin-rotator device located on the πM3.1

beamline of the HIPA complex. The spin rotation is performed in the verti-

cal plane by horizontal magnets and the trajectory is corrected by electrodes

sustaining a voltage of ±300 kV.

orientation of the probe, the difference between the values of

the weak magnetic remanence determined at the probe and

sample positions, and the difference between the values of

magnetic field components created by the compensation coils

pairs at both positions. With this system, an active zero-field

compensation with a short and long-term stability of ±1 µT is

obtained.

V. FUTURE PROJECTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Different upgrade projects are underway. A complete

refurbishment of the “Muon On REquest (MORE)”32 fast

switching deflector has been initiated and should be opera-

tional in 2018. Though the main characteristics of the MORE

deflector equipment will remain unchanged, this upgrade will

ensure a stable operation. Another major upgrade will take

place with the replacement of the muon spin-rotator (see

Fig. 11). The new device has been fully developed and

designed at PSI (see also Refs. 33 and 34) and is being con-

structed in collaboration with the Swiss industry. With this

spin-rotator, the rotation of the muon spin with respect to the

muon linear momentum can reach up to 75◦, which will lead

to an increase of more than 25% of the asymmetry of the µSR

signal in TF configuration. The commissioning is foreseen at

the end of 2017.

In conclusion, the commissioning of the new state-of-

the-art GPS µSR instrument has been successful and entirely

fulfilled the expectations based on extended simulation stud-

ies. The core of the instrument is formed by particle detectors

based on SiPM technology. The compactness of these detec-

tors has been exploited to increase the solid angle covered by

the positron detectors and led to a significant improvement of

the time resolution. The instrument is in normal operation at

SµS since June 2015.
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